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May 15, 1972

Dear Lyn:

Prior to the change of the convention from San Diego to Miami Beach, some thought had been given to employing Fred Divel. He is another employee of Disneyland. Although he is not in the Ziegler-Higby category, he might be of use to you in Southern California. I did not know him personally. Steve Bull and Larry Higby know him, but are neutral. His resume is attached.

If you were working to have some of your California people call the White House in support of the President after the Vietnam Line Speech, you should be complimented on your effectiveness. Somehow my four digit number (2392) was chosen and distributed. We have received over 300 calls in the last week in support of the President, most of them from Connecticut and California. Gradually, your organization efforts are tapering off.

If you took off 20 pounds to improve your tennis game, I have begun taking lessons from Chico Herrick at Congressional Country Club to counter balance your improvement. Although there has been no significant improvement in my game, at least I know what I'm doing wrong. Hopefully, after November we can meet again on the courts.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

Gordon Strachan
Staff Assistant to
H. R. Haldeman

Mr. Lyn Hofzider
California Committee for the
Re-Election of the President
1670 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90016

GS/job
Fred Divel is another employee of Walt Disney. He is not in the Singer, Higby category, but he might be of use to you in San Diego. The next time you travel to San Diego you might want to interview him to determine if he would be of any service. I do not know him personally. Steve Bull and Larry Higby know him but are neutral.
MEMORANDUM FOR: BILL TIMMONS
FROM: GORDON STRACHAN
SUBJECT: FRED DIVEL

Fred Divel is another employee of Walt Disney. He is not in the Ziegler, Higby category, but he might be of use to you in San Diego. The next time you travel to San Diego you might want to interview him to determine if he would be of any service. I do not know him personally. Steve Bull and Larry Higby know him but are neutral.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN
FROM: L. HIGBY
SUBJECT: Campaign/Organization

Chuck Colson called suggesting you, Mitchell, and Colson get together to discuss some things that need to be done at the Campaign organization.

Apparently he discussed more than just the union bug thing with the President yesterday, according to our conversation last night.

He is currently having his staff run a check of what is being done at 1701. In addition, I am having Gordon Strachan do the same thing so we have a complete listing.

Should we set up a meeting?

Yes No

(I strongly advise against such a meeting. L.)
June 14, 1972

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN
FROM: L. HIGBY
SUBJECT: Campaign Organization

Chuck Colson called suggesting you, Mitchell, and Colson get together to discuss some things that need to be done at the Campaign organization.

Apparently he discussed more than just the union bug thing with the President yesterday, according to our conversation last night.

He is currently having his staff run a check of what is being done at 1701. In addition, I am having Gordon Strachan do the same thing so we have a complete listing.

Should we set up a meeting?

Yes ____________ No ____________

(I strongly advise against such a meeting. L.)
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June 14, 1972

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL.

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN
FROM: LH. HIGBY
SUBJECT: Campaign Organization.

Chuck Colson called suggesting you, Mitchell, and Colson get together to discuss some things that need to be done at the Campaign organization.

Apparently he discussed more than just the union bug thing with the President yesterday, according to our conversation last night.

He is currently having his staff run a check of what is being done at 1701. In addition, I am having Gordon Strachan do the same thing so we have a complete listing.

Should we set up a meeting?

Yes No
(I strongly advise against such a meeting. LH.)
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL.

MEMORANDUM FOR:  H. R. HALDEMAN
FROM: L. HIGBY
SUBJECT: Campaign Organization

Chuck Colson called suggesting you, Mitchell, and Colson get together to discuss some things that need to be done at the Campaign organization.

Apparently he discussed more than just the union bug thing with the President yesterday, according to our conversation last night.

He is currently having his staff run a check of what is being done at 1701. In addition, I am having Gordon Strachan do the same thing so we have a complete listing.

Should we set up a meeting?

Yes ________________  No ________________

(I strongly advise against such a meeting. L.)

LH:kb